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Teacher’S Key

How special do you have to be
to live in acidic soil?
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Mycorrhizal fungi enter into a mutualistic relationship with many plants.
Describe the benefits that each partner (AM fungi and plants) gets from it.

Can you think of other relationships between different species that are beneficial to both?

If most AM fungi were specialists (instead of generalists), what different pattern would you observe?
And how different would the results look from the manipulation experiment?

What factors other than soil acidity could create “extreme” or stressful environments for plants?

For our experiment, we did not just collect soil with plant roots and identified the fungi we found in it. 
Instead, we brought the soil into the lab, and then sowed seeds of the Silver grass on that soil, and finally 
looked at the associated fungi in the roots of our planter pots. Why do you think we went through a lengthy 
process like this?

check your understanding
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AM fungi increase the surface area of the plant root, helping it capture nutrients from the soil. The plant 
provides the fungus with food, such as sugars, in return. (Remember that fungi are not plants, they can 
not make their own food through photosynthesis, like plants can, they instead are digesting dead plant or 
animal tissue, more similar to what we do).

Pollination is another example where plants and many different animals, mostly insects, collaborate in a 
long term relationship. The insects or animals pollinate the plants, and they get food (pollen and/or nectar) 
in return.

We would find completely different fungus species in acidic than in neutral soil, with no or minimal overlap 
between the groups. (With generalists, the fungi that we find in the acidic soil are a subset of the ones 
we find in neutral soil). Also, we would expect the fungi not being able to tolerate changes in pH in our 
manipulation experiment.

Other stressors could be: high temperatures (for instance when temperatures are getting warmer through 
global climate change), very dry conditions, nutrient deprived soils (caused for instance by cutting down 
forest on tropical soils) high salt levels in the soils (often caused by overfertilization of agricultural land).

We wanted to specifically examine the impact of soil pH on AM fungal communities, and minimize the 
potential effect of other factors that we could not control (such as climate variation between our sample 
sites, influence of other plants growing there, water availability, etc.).  So this allowed us to make our 
samples as similar as possible to reduce the impact of confounding factors.
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